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Scoping Opinion under Regulation 17C & 17D of the European Union (Waste Water
Discharge) Regulations 2007 to 2020

EPA Ref 2536
Dear Ms Flanagan,

I refer to the request for a Scoping Opinion on the scope and level of detail to be included
in an EIAR for Mallow Wastewater Treatment Plant (WwTP) and agglomeration, Mallow,

Co. Cork, received by the Agency on 30th August 2022.

In accordance with the requirements of Regulation 17C & 17D of the European Union
(Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 to 2020 (hereafter referred to as WWD
Regulations), the Agency has consulted with the relevant prescribed bodies under
Regulation 21(1) of the above referenced Regulations.  Attached is a copy of the response
received from Cork County Council.  The other prescribed bodies have not provided a
response within the timeframe set out.

Please note that under the WWD Regulations, the Agency shall have regard to the matters
mentioned in an Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) in respect of a
development only in so far as they relate to the risk of environmental pollution of the
receiving waters from the waste water discharge concerned.

In relation to the information in paragraph 2 of Schedule 6 to the Planning and
Development Regulations of 2001, as amended, and having regard to the specific
characteristics of the project, including location and technical capacity, and likely impact
on the environment, the Agency is of the opinion that the scope and level of detail to be
included in the EIAR should as a minimum:

(i) identify, describe and assess in an appropriate manner, in light of each individual
case, the direct and indirect significant effects of a project on each of the factors
listed in Article 3 of Directive 2011/92/EU as amended by Directive 2014/52/EU on
the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the
environment (EIA Directive).  It is important to note that the environmental factors
themselves cannot be scoped out and must feature in the EIAR. Only subtopics and
headings related to each factor can be scoped in or out. Each environmental factor
should be clearly covered by one or more specific section headings in the EIAR. If
scoping determines that no likely significant issues arise under any heading, then
an explanatory text should be included;

(ii) address the matters raised in the responses received from the bodies detailed

This file contains embedded files. These files can be accessed via the attachments pane. Please refer to the 
EPAs guidance  on how to access these file
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Environmental Licensing Programme  
Office of Environmental Sustainability 
Environmental Protection Agency 
PO Box 3000 
Johnstown Castle Estate 
Wexford 
 
30/08/2022 
 
IW--LT0609 
 
 
Dear Inspector, 


Re:  Mallow Wastewater Discharge Licence Review Application D0052 


 


In accordance with Regulation 17C of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 


to 2020 , Irish Water is requesting the Agency to provide its opinion in writing on the scope and level 


of detail of the information required to be included in the EIAR.  


 


In accordance with Regulation 17D (1), Please note the following; 


(a) the name and address, and telephone number and e-mail address if any, of the water services 


authority, 


Irish Water 
Colvill House 
24 – 26 Talbot Street 
Dublin 1 
01 8925000 
WasteWaterLicensingSouthern@water.ie 
 


(b) the location, townland or postal address of the land or structure to which the request relates (as 


may be appropriate), and shall include a location map marked so as to clearly identify— 


Mallow WWTP and agglomeration – Please see attached EIA Scoping Report 
 


i. the land or structure to which the request relates and the boundaries thereof in red, 
Please refer to the Section 3 of the attached EIA Scoping Report.   
 


ii. any land which adjoins, abuts or is adjacent to the land to be developed and which is under 
the control of the water services authority in blue, and 
Not applicable  


iii. any wayleaves in yellow, 
Not applicable  







 


 
 


(C) a description of-  


(i) the nature of the proposed development, 


In accordance with Regulation 17 of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 
to 2020 IW is required to prepare an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIAR) Report to support the 
licence review application for Mallow D0052.  
 
The Licence review application for Mallow will consider operational discharges to the aquatic 
environment from the the upgrade of the sewerage network, the discontinuation of storm water 
overflow discharges and the upgrade to the wastewater treatment plant.  
 
Further details are contained in the attached EIA Scoping report.  
 
 
(ii) the development’s specific characteristics, including its location and technical capacity, and 


The Mallow agglomeration (D0052) is currently served by a sewerage system which comprises mainly 
combined sewers in the Town Centre area, with separated foul and storm drainage in newer 
developments on the outskirts of the town. A number of streets in the town have separate surface 
water sewers which discharge to local streams or to the River Blackwater. 
 
 
The Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project is included on Irish Water's current Capital 
Investment Plan. The Networks Upgrade Contract commenced on site in April 2021 and work are 
ongoing with an estimated completion date of December 2022. The Mallow WwTP Upgrade and new 
Mallow Bridge Pumping Station Contract commenced in May 2021 and works are ongoing with an 
estimated completion date of December 2023.  
 
The following will be completed under the Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project.   
 


• Removal of 8 no. existing SWOs as per D0052-01, and 1 no. unlicensed SWO at 
Quarterstown.    


• Provision of a stormwater storage tank (2,400m3) at the Mallow Bridge Pumping Station and 
interconnecting pipework and overflow to the River Blackwater (Overflow NGR 156636E, 
097862N). The SWO at the new Pumping Station (i.e., SW010 at NGR 156636E, 097862N) 
has been designed to operate in compliance with the definition of ‘Storm Water Overflow’ 
as per Regulation 3 of the Waste Water Discharge (Authorisation) Regulations, 2007 to 2020 
and the criteria as set out in the DoEHLG ‘Procedures and Criteria in Relation to Storm Water 
Overflows’, 1995.  


• Replacement sewers on the foul/combined sewer network in Mallow to provide for 
increased flows arising from elimination of SWOs on the network and to cater for future 
development growth in the agglomeration. 


• New rising mains to connect this pumping station to the sewer network at Cois na hAbhainn, 
Ballyellis. 


• An increase in treatment capacity at Mallow WwTP to 22,000 p.e. 
 


Further details are contained in the attached EIA Scoping report. 
 
 







 


 
 


(iii) the development’s likely impact on the environment. 


 
Given the nature of the operation activities i.e., discharges to the aquatic environment, operational 
discharges in general have the potential to impact on the existing hydrological conditions.  
 
However, it is important to reiterate that in this case the impacts on the water quality of the receiving 
aquatic waterbody will be similar to the existing situation, but with the significant benefit of the 
elimination of multiple overflows and the increased treatment of stormwater entering the collection 
network.   
 
The EIAR will include an assessment of the impact of the operational discharges, in combination with 
other plans and projects, against the pertinent objectives of relevant Directives and Regulations, 
including but not limited to the Water Framework Directive [2000/60/EC]. 
 
Further details are contained in the attached EIA Scoping report. 
 
 
In addition to the above information, the Agency should consider the following, in their determining 
the scope and level of detail of the information required to be included in the EIAR 


• EIAR Scoping Report – Reproduced in Appendix A  


• In April 2019, Irish Water applied to Cork County Council Planning Authority under Section 
34 of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended) for the Mallow Sewerage 
Scheme Upgrade Project (Ref. Planning Register Number: 195078). A final grant of planning 
was obtained on the 13th January 2020, subject to 41 no. conditions. 
 
As part of their planning determination, Cork County Council, as the Competent Authority, 
carried out an EIA screening and they concluded that neither a mandatory or sub-threshold 
EIAR was required for the Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project. 


 


 


I trust the above is satisfactory but please contact me if you require any further information or have 


any further queries in relation to this.  


 


Yours sincerely,  


 


_______________________ 


Sheelagh Flanagan 


Asset Strategy 


 


           Sheelagh Flanagan
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1. INTRODUCTION 


This document is the Scoping Report for the preparation of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Report (EIAR) for the Mallow agglomeration operational discharges.  


It is submitted for opinion as to the scope and content of an EIAR to be prepared and 
submitted to the EPA in support of the Mallow Waste Water Discharge Licence (D0052-01) 
review. 


 Background Information 


1.1.1. Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project  


The Mallow agglomeration (D0052-01) is currently served by a sewerage system which 
comprises mainly combined sewers in the Town Centre area, with separated foul and storm 
drainage in newer developments on the outskirts of the town. A number of streets in the 
town have separate surface water sewers which discharge to local streams or to the River 
Blackwater. 


The existing sewer network in Mallow contains a number of Storm Water Overflows (SWOs) 
which frequently discharge untreated wastewater to the River Blackwater in the absence 
of any stormwater storage. The existing network is also insufficient to comply with Irish 
Water’s design criterion for no flooding from the network in a 1:20 year return period 
storm event. 


Mallow Wastewater Treatment Plant (WwTP) at Ballyellis, Mallow, has a current operational 
plant capacity of 10,500 population equivalent (p.e.). The current design capacity of the 
WwTP is 18,000 p.e, however only 1 no. process stream is operational, thereby limiting 
the capacity of the plant. In its’ current configuration and setup, the plant is organically 
overloaded and cannot cater for the existing loads (current collected load (peak week) ca. 
14,648 p.e. (2021 AER)). 


Mallow agglomeration is currently in breach of Articles 3, 4(1), 5(1) and 12 of the Urban 
Wastewater Treatment Directive (UWWTD) (91/271/EEC) and as such is the subject of an 
infringement notice from the European Court of Justice (ECJ). 


Irish Water’s Water Services Strategic Plan (WSSP) includes an objective to target capital 
investment to progressively achieve compliance with UWWTD and the Water Framework 
Directive (WFD).  


The following will be completed under the Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project 
to achieve the above objective, to rectify the issues described above, and to ensure 
compliance with D0052-01.  


• Removal of 8 no. existing SWOs as per D0052-01, and 1 no. unlicensed SWO at 
Quarterstown.    


• Increase the capacity of the network to convey a 1:20 year return period storm for 
the 30-year design horizon without causing flooding. 


• A new pumping station to replace the existing Mallow Bridge Pumping Station at 
Bearforest Lower.  


• Provision of a stormwater storage tank (2,400m3) at the Mallow Bridge Pumping 
Station and interconnecting pipework and overflow to the River Blackwater (Overflow 
NGR 156636E, 097862N). The SWO at the new Pumping Station (i.e., SW010 at NGR 
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156636E, 097862N) has been designed to operate in compliance with the definition 
of ‘Storm Water Overflow’ as per Regulation 3 of the Waste Water Discharge 
(Authorisation) Regulations, 2007 to 2020 and the criteria as set out in the DoEHLG 
‘Procedures and Criteria in Relation to Storm Water Overflows’, 1995.  


• Provision of additional forward pumping capacity to the WwTP. Forward flow to the 
WwTP from new Mallow Bridge Pumping station will be limited to 3 times Dry 
Weather Flow (DWF). Flows in excess of 3DWF will spill into the storm sump at the 
Pumping Station and will then be pumped to the new storm tank. 


• Replacement sewers on the foul/combined sewer network in Mallow to provide for 
increased flows arising from elimination of SWOs on the network and to cater for 
future development growth in the agglomeration. 


• New rising mains to connect this pumping station to the sewer network at Cois na 
hAbhainn, Ballyellis. 


• An increase in treatment capacity at Mallow WwTP to 22,000 p.e. 


• Upgrade of sludge import facilities at Mallow WwTP to provide for sludge import 
volumes in line with National Wastewater Sludge Management Plan. 


• Provision for a standby power supply will be made at the Mallow WwTP to provide 
for continued operation of the wastewater treatment equipment in the event of an 
interruption in the power supply.  


• Provision for a standby power supply will be made at Mallow Bridge Pumping station 
to provide for continued operation of the pumping equipment in the event of an 
interruption in the power supply. The changeover of the power supply is dependent 
on the ESB attending to manually changeover the supply. The response time will 
depend on when workers can get to site. Should in the unlikely event of a power 
outage occurring for a prolonged period, the wastewater will begin to fill the 
stormwater tank until it reaches its capacity and will then be discharged to the 
Blackwater River via an Emergency Overflow (SW010) at NGR 156636E, 097862N. 


The proposed upgraded WwTP (22,000 p.e) has been designed to meet the ELVs as per 
Schedule A.1 of the WWDL D0052 (Tech Amendment A), as tabled below. A Waste 
Assimilative Capacity (WAC) calculation based on the proposed primary discharge ELVs at 
22,000 p.e shows that the receiving waterbody has the capacity to accommodate the 
proposed discharge from the upgraded WwTP without causing a breach in the relevant 
standards as outlined in National and European legislation. This includes ensuring 
compliance with the relevant standards set out in the European Communities 
Environmental Objectives (Surface Water) Regulations, 2009, as amended (now S.I. No. 
77 of 2019). 


All flows arriving at the upgraded WwTP will receive secondary treatment and will have 
Phosphorus and Ammonia levels reduced to comply with D0052-01. 


Table 1.1 Current Emission Limit Value (ELV’s) for Mallow WwTP as per D0052-01 (Tech A) 


Parameter  Emission Limit Value 
Biological Oxygen Demand 25 mg/l 
Chemical Oxygen Demand 125 mg/l 
Suspended Solids 25 mg/l 
Ortho-P (as P) 1.5 mg/l 
Total Phosphorous (as P) 2 mg/l 
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Parameter  Emission Limit Value 
Ammonia (as N) 3 mg/l 
pH 6 - 9 


These standards as set by the EPA in 2012, and which were subsequently re-assessed in 
2022 by Irish Water to ensure they were suitable for an increased load (i.e., 20,000 p.e. 
WwTP), give effect to the principle of the Combined Approach as defined in Waste Water 
Discharge (Authorisation) Regulations, 2007 to 2020 in that they accommodate the Urban 
Waste Water Regulations, and the status of the receiving waterbody, the Blackwater River. 


The Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project has been designed to ensure that emissions 
from the works will not result in the contravention of any relevant EU Directives and 
National Regulations. 


 Planning Permission  


In April 2019, Irish Water applied to Cork County Council Planning Authority under 
Section 34 of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 (as amended) for the Mallow 
Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project (Ref. Planning Register Number: 195078). A final 
grant of planning was obtained on the 13th January 2020, subject to 41 no. conditions. 


As part of their planning determination, Cork County Council, as the Competent Authority, 
carried out an EIA screening and they concluded that neither a mandatory or sub-
threshold EIAR was required for the Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project. 


 Construction Programme  


The Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project is included on Irish Water's current Capital 
Investment Plan. The Networks Upgrade Contract commenced on site in April 2021 and 
work are ongoing with an estimated completion date of December 2022. The Mallow WwTP 
Upgrade and new Mallow Bridge Pumping Station Contract commenced in May 2021 and 
works are ongoing with an estimated completion date of December 2023. 


 Mallow WWDL D0052-01 


The Mallow WWDL was granted on the 18th December 2012, and was subsequently 
amended on the 29th June 2019 (Technical Amendment A) and on the 2nd December 2021 
(Technical Amendment B).  


The primary discharge (SW001) is to the River Blackwater at NGR 157530E, 098140N. 
The existing Mallow WwTP, with a current operational plant design capacity of 10,500 p.e., 
provides secondary treatment with P removal of the final effluent.  


The current Emission Limit Value (ELV’s) for Mallow WwTP are shown in Table 1.1 above. 


Currently, there is 1 no. pumping station (PS) at Mallow Bridge which has 1 no. SWO 
associated with it (Licence Code SW002). The other 7 no. SWOs are on the network as 
shown in Table 1.2 below. There is also 1 no. SWO at Quarterstown (NGR 154984E 
097847N) which is unlicensed.  
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Table 1.2 Current Operational Discharges Licensed under D0052-01  


Current 
Licence 
Name 


Location Asset   Surveyed SWO 
Discharge Location 


Coords (NGR) * 


Receiving 
Waterbody 


To be 
Decommissioned  


SW001 
Primary 
discharge from 
WwTP 


WwTP 157530 98140 
BLACKWATER 


(MUNSTER)_140 No 


SW002 
Mallow Bridge 
PS – Gravity 
Overflow  


Pumping 
Station 156235 97966 


BLACKWATER 
(MUNSTER)_140 Yes 


SW003 Old / New Cork 
Road Network 156245  97642 BLACKWATER 


(MUNSTER)_140 Yes 


SW004 Adjacent 
Beechwood Park Network 156455  99655 BLACKWATER 


(MUNSTER)_140 Yes 


SW005 Spring Cottage Network 155067  97871 BLACKWATER 
(MUNSTER)_120 Yes 


SW006 Lower Beecher 
Street Network 155491  98920 BLACKWATER 


(MUNSTER)_130 Yes 


SW007 Davis Street Network 156218  97978 BLACKWATER 
(MUNSTER)_140 Yes 


SW008 
Davis / 
Shortcastle 
Street 


Network 155530  98572 
BLACKWATER 


(MUNSTER)_130 Yes 


SW009 Mill Street Network 156028  98037 
BLACKWATER 


(MUNSTER)_130 Yes 


Unlicenced 
SWO Quarterstown  Network  154984 097847 


BLACKWATER 
(MUNSTER)_120 Yes  


*Surveyed NGR Co-ordinates as per 2021 AER. 
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Figure 1.1. D0052-01 Operational Discharges for the current Mallow Agglomeration  
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1.4.1. Need for D0052-01 WWDA Review 


Following an examination of the Mallow WWDA in June 2021, the EPA concluded that the 
WWDA does not satisfy the environmental requirements of the WWDA 2007 regulations,  
as amended. The reasoning for their conclusion and recommendation for a review of the 
current WWDA D0052-01 was based on the following: 


1. The licence was granted over 3 years ago. 


2. Planning permission has been granted for proposed development works associated 
with the licence. 


3. The agglomeration is included in Irish Water’s investment plan. 


4. Non-compliance with: 


− Upgrade of the sewerage network, as set out in Schedule C: Specified 
Improvement Programme, by 01/06/2016 


− Installation of a pumping station overflow holding tank, as set out in Schedule 
C: Specified Improvement Programme, by 01/06/2016 and 


− Discontinuation of storm water overflow discharges, as set out in Schedule C: 
Specified Improvement Programme, of this licence, by 01/06/2016. 


2. LEGISLATION 


Irish Water intend to submit a licence review of the existing Waste Water Discharge Licence 
(WWDL) (Reg No. D0052-01) for the Mallow Agglomeration in accordance with Regulation 
14(1)(b) of the Waste Water Discharge (Authorisation) Regulations, 2007 - 2020 (as 
amended) to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  


The subject matter of the review involves a wastewater discharge licence application from 
a wastewater treatment plant with a capacity of greater than 10,000 p.e. Therefore, a 
mandatory Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) is required for this particular 
Project, as per Regulation 17 of the relevant Waste Water Discharge Regulations, 2007- 
2020. 


Regulation 17C (1) of the Waste Water Discharge Regulations, 2007- 2020 outlines the 
scope and level of detail required during EIAR Scoping process and states the following: 


17C. (1) EIAR Scoping Request 


‘(a) Subparagraph (b) applies where, before a water services authority submits 
an EIAR to the Agency, the authority requests the Agency to give the authority 
an opinion in writing on the scope and level of detail of the information required 
to be included in the report. 


(b) Subject to subparagraph (c), the Agency shall, taking into account the 
information provided by the water services authority, in particular on the specific 
characteristics of the proposed waste water discharge, including its location and 
likely impact on the environment and the technical capacity of its associated 
waste water works, give an opinion in writing on the scope and level of detail of 
the information to be included in an EIAR, subject to consultations prescribed in 
Regulation 17D to be carried out by the Agency in relation to such opinion. 
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(c) The Agency shall give the opinion before the submission by the water 
services authority of the EIAR. (2) Where an opinion referred to in paragraph 
(1) has been provided, the EIAR shall be based on that opinion, and include the 
information that may reasonably be required for reaching a reasoned conclusion 
on the significant effects on the environment of the proposed development, 
taking into account current knowledge and methods of assessment.’ 


This EIAR Scoping Report will be issued to the EPA, as the Competent Authority, to obtain 
their Scoping opinion. 


3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT – SUBJECT MATTER OF EIAR 


The subject matter of this EIAR scoping document are the operational discharge activities 
from the Mallow agglomeration after the completion of the Mallow Sewerage Scheme 
Upgrade Project (see Section 1.1.1. above for an overview). 


 Mallow Agglomeration Operational Discharges   


The operational discharges relating to this WWDL review are shown on Table 3.1 below 
and Figure 3.1.  


Table 3.1 Operational Discharges relating to the Mallow WWDA review  


New 
Discharge 
Name 


Type Asset Discharge 
Location  
(NGR) 


SW001 
Primary 
Discharge 


WwTP 
157530E 
098140N 


SW010 


Dual Function 
Overflow 
(Storm Water 
Overflow & 
Emergency 
Overflow)  


New Mallow Bridge 
Pumping Station 


156636E 
097862N 
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Figure 3.1. Operational Discharges relating to D0052-01 WWDL Review and revised agglomeration boundary   
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4. CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES  


The proposed development at Mallow WwTP is required to provide for an increase in 
treatment capacity to 22,000 p.e. The option of providing this additional treatment 
capacity in a separate treatment facility located elsewhere in the catchment is not realistic, 
given the configuration of the sewer network in Mallow, and the degree to which spare 
capacity in some of the existing treatment units can be utilised.   


The removal of Storm Water Overflows on the sewer network in Mallow town will result in 
increased flows arriving at Mallow Bridge Pumping Station, necessitating the provision of 
the new pumping station and stormwater holding tank.   


A “do-nothing scenario” is not an option given the requirements to comply with EPA 
Discharge Licence Schedule of Improvements and the ECJ ruling.   
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5. RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT  


The subject matter of this EIAR scoping document are the operational discharge activities 
from the Mallow agglomeration after the completion of the Mallow Sewerage Scheme 
Upgrade Project. Therefore, this document is only concerned with the likely significant 
effects on the receiving environment associated with the operational discharges from the 
agglomeration. Demolition and construction related impacts are not relevant to this EIAR 
scoping process. 


There are a number of environmental receptors and constraints associated with the 
proposed operational discharge activities that will be taken into consideration as part of 
the EIAR process. These include, but are not limited to, the following:  


• There is 1 no. European Site within the immediate zone of influence of the project 
i.e., Blackwater River (Cork/Waterford) SAC (Site code: 002170). Further 
downstream of the operational discharges (ca. 37km), the next closest European 
site is the Blackwater Callows SPA (Site code: 004094). 


• The River Blackwater (Munster) is a designated Freshwater Pearl Mussel 
(Margaritifera  Margaritifera) site list under the first Schedule of the European 
Communities Environmental Objectives (Fresh Water Pearl Mussel) Regulations (S.I. 
No. 296 of 2009). 


• There are no pNHAs in the immediate vicinity of the operational discharges. The 
nearest pNHAs downstream of the operational discharges primary which have water 
dependent features are the following: 


− Blackwater Valley (Killavullen) – ca. 8.7 km d/s of primary discharge   
− Blackwater Valley (Ballincurrig Wood) – ca. 11.7 km d/s of primary 


discharge  
− Blackwater Valley (Kilcummer) – ca. 13.7 km d/s of primary discharge   


• The Blackwater River is designated as a Salmonid River (Blackwater [Munster) under 
the Salmonid River Regs (S.I. No. 293 of 1988). 


• The BLACKWATER (MUNSTER)_140 is designated as a nutrient sensitive area in 
accordance with the Urban Waste Water Treatment (UWWT) Directive 91/271/EEC 
on Urban Waste Water Treatment and S.I. No. 254 of 2001, S.I. No. 440 of 2004 
and S.I. No. 48 of 2010, with P being the limiting nutrient in this waterbody.  


• The proposed operational discharges will discharge in the BLACKWATER 
(MUNSTER)_130 and BLACKWATER (MUNSTER)_140, both of which have a WFD 
2013-2018 designation of Good status. Approximately 0.7 km downstream of the 
discharge point the BLACKWATER (MUNSTER)_140 flows into the BLACKWATER 
(MUNSTER)_150 which is classed as Good status, before flowing into the 
BLACKWATER (MUNSTER)_160 ca. 2.5 km downstream, where it is classed as 
Moderate status.  


Refer to Figure 5.1 for map showing key receptors and sensitives.    


The EIAR, which will be prepared in accordance with Directive 2011/92/EU, as amended 
by Directive 2014/52/EU (the EIA Directive) and S.I. No. 214 of 2020 - European Union 
(Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2020, will thoroughly assess the likely significant 
effects on the environment from the operational discharges on the above receptors, alone 
and in combination with other plans and projects.    
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Figure 5.1. Key Receptors and Sensitivities in relation to the Mallow Agglomeration & Associated Operational Discharges 
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6. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) 


 General 


The process by which the likely significant effects of a project on the environment are 
assessed is set out in the EU EIA Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effect of 
certain public and private projects on the environment (codification) (transposed to Irish 
law through the Planning and Development Regulations 2001, as amended), as  amended 
by EIA Directive 2014/52/EU (transposed to Irish law through the European Union 
(Planning and Development) (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations S.I. 296 of 
2018 and in terms of Waste Water Discharges in S.I. No. 214 of 2020 - European Union 
(Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2020. 


The EIA process has a number of key characteristics: 


• It is systematic, comprising a sequence of tasks defined both by regulation and by 
practice. 


• It is analytical, requiring the application of specialist skills from the environmental 
sciences. 


• It is impartial, its aim being to inform the decision-makers. 
• It is consultative, with provision being made for obtaining feedback from interested 


parties, including local authorities and statutory agencies, and 
• It is interactive, allowing opportunities for environmental concerns to be addressed 


during the planning, design, and implementation of a project. 


The process may be summarised succinctly as follows: 


1. Screening – Is EIA Required? 
2. Scoping – If EIA is Required, what aspects of the Environment should be 


considered? 
3. Preparation of EIAR 
4. EIAR informs the EIA process being conducted by the Competent Authority, which 


in this case is the EPA as part the WWDA process. 


 EIA Screening Process  


The project has been screened against Regulation 17 of the Waste Water Discharge 
Regulations (S.I. No. 214/2020) which states the following: - 


'17. The principal Regulations are amended by substituting the following 
Regulation for Regulation 17 –  


“Certain applications to be accompanied by an EIAR 


           17. An application in respect of the waste water discharge from— 


(i) a waste water treatment plant with a capacity of greater than 10,000 
population equivalent as defined in Article 2, point (6), of the Urban 
Waste Water Treatment Directive, and 


(ii) a waste water treatment plant specified in accordance with paragraph 
(6)(c) or (8)(b)(ii) of Regulation 18 or paragraph (3)(c) or (5)(b)(ii) of 
Regulation 25, 


shall, subject to and in addition to compliance with the requirements of 
Regulation 16, be accompanied by a copy of an EIAR, which shall be 
submitted in electronic form (which shall be searchable by electronic 
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means as far as practicable) and such other form as may be specified by 
the Agency”. 


The project involves a WWDA application for a WwTP with a capacity of greater than 
10,000 p.e. as defined in Article 2, point (6), of the Urban Waste Water Treatment 
Directive (i.e, Mallow 22,000 p.e). Therefore, a mandatory EIA, and the preparation of 
an EIAR is required for this particular project to inform the WWDA process. 


 EIA Scoping Process  


The scoping stage, albeit not a statutory stage of the EIA process, is considered a key 
element of the EIA process and signifies commencement of the development of an EIAR.  


‘Scoping’ is a process of deciding what information and the level of same that should be 
contained in an EIAR, and what methods should be used to gather and assess that 
information. It is defined in the European Commission Guidance as: - 


‘determining the content and extent of the matters which should be covered in the 
environmental information to be submitted in the EIAR’. 


The EPA (2022) document ‘Guidelines on the Information to be contained in Environmental 
Impact Assessment Reports’ states that ‘All parties should be aware of the need to keep 
the EIAR as tightly focussed as possible. This focusses the effort and resources of all parties 
on the key significant issues. Scoping is usually guided by the following criteria: - 


• Use ‘Likely’ and ‘Significant’ as the principal criteria for determining what 
should be addressed. Any issues that do not pass this test should be omitted 
(scoped out) from further assessment. A section of the EIAR should describe 
the scoping process explaining why such issues have been scoped out and 
they are not being considered further. All the prescribed environmental 
factors need to be listed in the scoping section of the EIAR. It is important to 
note that the environmental factors themselves cannot be scoped out and 
must feature in the EIAR. Only topics and headings related to each factor can 
be scoped in or out. Each environmental factor should be clearly covered by 
one or more specific section headings in the EIAR. If scoping determines that 
no likely significant issues arise under any heading, then an explanatory text 
should be included; 


• Precedence - where EIARs for similar projects on similar sites or for other 
project proposals for the same site are available, these can be useful 
references; and, 


• Interactions – assessors need to be vigilant for pathways – direct and indirect 
– that can magnify effects through the interaction or accumulation of effects 
– for instance the potential for cumulative significant effects to arise from 
multiple non-significant impacts. 


It is important to reiterate that subject matter of this EIA relates only to the operational 
discharges from the Mallow agglomeration, as detailed in Section 3 above. 


The EIAR will identify, describe, and assess in an appropriate manner the direct and 
indirect significant effects of the operational discharges from Mallow agglomeration on 
each of the factors listed in Article 3 of Directive 2011/92/EU as amended by Directive 
2014/52/EU as below:   


‘Article 3 
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1. The environmental impact assessment shall identify, describe, and assess in an 
appropriate manner, in the 


light of each individual case, the direct and indirect significant effects of a project 
on the following factors: 


(a) population and human health; 


(b) biodiversity, with particular attention to species and habitats protected under 
Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 


2009/147/EC; 


(c) land, soil, water, air and climate; 


(d) material assets, cultural heritage and the landscape; 


(e) the interaction between the factors referred to in points (a) to (d). 


2. The effects referred to in paragraph 1 on the factors set out therein shall include 
the expected effects deriving from the vulnerability of the project to risks of major 
accidents and/or disasters that are relevant to the project concerned”. 


The EIAR will include an assessment of the discharge from the wastewater works (i.e., 
Primary Discharge (SW001) from the WwTP and Dual Function Overflow (SW010) from 
the Mallow Bridge Pumping Station) to the receiving water i.e., River Blackwater. 


The approach that we will adopt in the detailed impact assessments and the overall 
preparation of the EIAR will be based on the recommendations in the Guidelines on 
information to be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports (EPA, 2022) and 
will be in line with the EIA Directive 2014/52/EU, and indeed will take account of all current 
guidance documents published at the time of preparing the EIAR.  


The EIAR will consider the operational phase of the proposed project and will take into 
consideration the potential for cumulative impacts with other plans and projects, where 
relevant, within the surrounding area of the Mallow agglomeration.  


We acknowledge that the environmental factors themselves cannot be scoped out and 
must feature in the EIAR and that only subtopics and headings related to each factor can 
and will be scoped in or out. Each environmental factor will be clearly covered by one or 
more specific section headings in the EIAR. However, if scoping determines that no likely 
significant issues will arise under any heading (e.g., Land, Soils and Geology), then an 
explanatory text will be provided in the EIAR to clearly explain the rationale of why a 
detailed assessment is not required for that particular environmental topic.  


To inform this scoping report we have completed an initial scoping exercise to identify the 
environmental topics requiring detailed assessment. Refer to Table 6.1.  


From this preliminary scoping exercise, it is our professional opinion that the following 
environmental aspects will require a detailed assessment of the possible direct and indirect 
significant effects resulting from the operational discharges from the Mallow 
agglomeration:  


• Population and human health  
• Biodiversity, with particular attention to species and habitats protected 


under Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 2009/147/EC 
• Water 
• Material Assets 
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Table 6.1 Initial Scoping Exercise  


Environmental Aspect  Scoped 
In/Scope Out 


Rationale 


Population & Human Health  In Operational discharges from any WwTW’s have the potential to impact 
on population and human health within the vicinity and downstream of 
the discharges. In this case once the Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade 
Project has been fully completed in ca. December 2023, the current 
potential human health risk associated with current discharges from 
SWOs will be reduced significantly. 
 
The impacts on population and human health, including positive 
impacts, upon any water-based activities and amenities in the area will 
be assessed as part of the EIAR. 
  
At this stage it is not considered that the operational discharges will have 
a significant effect on demography, traditional lifestyles, or employment.  


Biodiversity with particular attention to 
species and habitats protected under the 
Habitats Directive and the Birds Directive 


In The operational discharges from the Mallow agglomeration discharge 
to River Blackwater (Munster) within the boundary of the Blackwater 
River (Cork/Waterford) SAC, which includes highly sensitive aquatic 
Qualifying Interests, such as the Freshwater Pearl Mussel (Margaritifera 
margaritifera). 
 
The River Blackwater is a designated sensitive area under the Urban 
Waste Water Treatment Regulations (S.I. No. 254 of 2001, as 
amended) (UWWT Regulations), with P being the limiting nutrient in 
this waterbody.  
 
The Munster Blackwater is a designated salmonid river both upstream 
and downstream of the discharges. 
 
The discharge of wastewater from a WwTW can lead to organic and 
nutrient enrichment (eutrophication) of receiving waters, with 
consequent impacts on physico-chemical constituents of the waters, for 
example dissolved oxygen, and their biological communities. However, 
in this case the Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project will have a 
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Environmental Aspect  Scoped 
In/Scope Out 


Rationale 


considerable benefit on Biodiversity resulting from the elimination of 9 
no. SWOs on the sewer network, together with increasing the capacity 
of the WwTP to 22,000 p.e, and the resultant greater volume of 
wastewater in the agglomeration receiving treatment prior to the 
discharge of the treated effluent to the River Blackwater in accordance 
with the EPA WWDL standards.  
 
The Biodiversity EIAR chapter will describe the likely significant direct 
and indirect effects, including positive effects, of the operational 
discharges on biodiversity, including flora (plants), fauna (animals), 
and habitats in the aquatic receiving  environment. 


Land, Soils and Geology Out This EIA scoping report focuses only on the likelihood of significant 
effects (positive and negative) on the environment from the operation 
of the WwTW discharges. It is considered that there is no potential for 
impacts from the operational discharges in relation to land, soils and 
geology associated with the Mallow agglomeration, and therefore 
potential Land, Soils and Geology impacts do not warrant detailed 
consideration within the EIAR. However, further rational will be provided 
in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment required under the Land, 
Soils and Geology subject matter. 


Water  In Given the nature of the operation activities i.e., discharges to the aquatic 
environment, operational discharges in general have the potential to 
impact on the existing hydrological conditions. However, it is important 
to reiterate that in this case the impacts on the water quality of the 
receiving aquatic waterbody will be similar to the existing situation, but 
with the significant benefit of the elimination of multiple overflows and 
the increased treatment of stormwater entering the collection network.   
The EIAR will include an assessment of the impact of the operational 
discharges, in combination with other plans and projects, against the 
pertinent objectives of relevant Directives and Regulations, including but 
not limited to the Water Framework Directive [2000/60/EC]. 


Air Quality & Climate  Out It is considered that there is no potential for impacts in relation to Air 
Quality & Climate associated with the operational discharges. Therefore, 
potential Air Quality & Climate impacts do not warrant detailed 
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Environmental Aspect  Scoped 
In/Scope Out 


Rationale 


consideration within the EIAR. However, further rational will be provided 
in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment required under the Air 
Quality & Climate subject matter.  


Odour Out It is considered that there is no potential for impacts in relation to Odour 
associated with the operational discharges. Therefore, at this stage it is 
considered that potential Odour impacts do not warrant detailed 
consideration within the EIAR.  However, further rational will be provided 
in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment required under the Odour 
subject matter. 


Noise & Vibration Out It is considered that there is no potential for impacts in relation to Noise 
and Vibration associated with the operational discharges. Therefore, 
potential Noise and Vibration impacts do not warrant detailed 
consideration within the EIAR.  However, further rational will be provided 
in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment required under the Noise 
and Vibration subject matter.  


Traffic & Transport  Out It is considered that there is no potential for impacts in relation to Traffic 
& Transport associated with the Mallow operational discharges. 
Therefore, potential Traffic & Transport impacts do not warrant detailed 
consideration within the EIAR.  However, further rational will be provided 
in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment required under the Air 
Traffic and Transport subject matter.  


Archaeology, Architectural and Cultural 
Heritage 


Out It is considered that there is no potential for impacts in relation to 
Archaeology, Architectural and Cultural Heritage associated with Mallow 
operational discharges.  Therefore, potential Archaeology, Architectural 
and Cultural Heritage impacts do not warrant detailed consideration 
within the EIAR. However, further rational will be provided in the EIAR 
on the extent of the assessment required under the Archaeology, 
Architectural and Cultural Heritage subject matter.      


Landscape and Visual Amenity Out It is considered that there is no potential for impacts in relation to 
Landscape and Visual Amenity associated with the Mallow operational 
discharges. Therefore, potential Landscape and Visual Amenity impacts 
do not warrant detailed consideration within the EIAR. However, further 
rational will be provided in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment 
required under the Landscape and Visual Amenity subject matter.              
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Environmental Aspect  Scoped 
In/Scope Out 


Rationale 


Material Assets In The proposed operational discharges may have an impact (including 
positive impacts) on existing material assets. The likely significant effect 
on enterprises and amenities of the area, including fishing activities and 
recreational activities within the surrounding waters will be assessed as 
part of the EIAR process. 


Transboundary Effects  Out The nature and scale of the operational discharges would not result in 
any significant transboundary effects.  


Risk of Major Accidents and/or Disasters 
 


Out Based the design of the WwTW and measures incorporated to prevent 
any unintended discharges, it is not considered that there is any risk of 
major accidents and/or disasters from the operational discharges.  
Therefore, the potential risk of major accidents and/or disasters do not 
warrant detailed consideration within the EIAR. However, further 
rational will be provided in the EIAR on the extent of the assessment 
required under the Risk of Major Accidents and/or Disasters subject 
matter.                        
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7.   EIAR STRUCTURE & METHODOLOGY 


 Structure of EIAR 


It is proposed that the EIAR will be prepared using the “grouped format structure”  where 
each environmental topic is examined in a separate chapter in the EIAR document.  


The EIAR will include all necessary technical studies and associated raw data to address 
the likely significant environmental effects of the operation discharges from the Mallow 
agglomeration on the receiving environment. 


The EIAR will be presented in three volumes as follows: - 


• Volume 1 - Non-Technical Summary. 
• Volume 2 - EIAR.  
• Volume 3 - EIAR Appendices. 


Volume 1 Non-Technical Summary will provide an outline of the proposed development 
(i.e., operational discharges from the agglomeration) and will highlight the key impacts 
and mitigation measures in non-technical language. This will be a standalone document to 
the EIAR.  


Volumes 2 of the EIAR will consist of general information and background chapters 
(Chapters 1 to 5) and then the environmental assessment chapters for each environmental 
aspect/topic (Chapters 6 to 16). Chapters 17 and 18 will provide an examination of 
environmental impact interactions and a Schedule of Mitigation Measures, representing 
the environmental commitments associated with the operational discharges from the 
agglomeration. Finally, Chapters 19 and 20 will provide the Bibliography and the 
Abbreviations and Glossary of Terms. 


• Chapter 1 - Introduction  
• Chapter 2 - Need for the Development  
• Chapter 3 - Alternatives Considered  
• Chapter 4 - Description of the Operational Discharges  
• Chapter 5 - EIA Scoping, Consultation and Key Issues/Receptors  
• Chapter 6 - Biodiversity  
• Chapter 7 - Water  
• Chapter 8 – Population & Human Health  
• Chapter 9 - Material Assets  
• Chapter 10 – Traffic and Transportation  
• Chapter 11 - Air Quality and Climate Change  
• Chapter 12 - Noise and Vibration  
• Chapter 13 - Odour 
• Chapter 14 - Archaeology, Architectural and Cultural Heritage  
• Chapter 15 - Landscape & Visual  
• Chapter 16 – Risk of Major Accidents and/or Disasters 
• Chapter 17 - Interactions of the Foregoing 
• Chapter 18 – Schedule of Mitigation Measures 
• Chapter 19 – Bibliography  
• Chapter 20 – Abbreviations & Glossary of Terms 


Volume 3 - Appendices will provide any additional technical data, surveys, and reports 
to support the EIAR. 
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It is proposed that each specialist chapter requiring a detailed assessment will be 
structured as follows: 


• Introduction - This section will introduce the environmental topic to be assessed 
and the areas to be examined in the assessment. 


• Methodology -  This section will contain the specific topic related methodologies. 
This will include the methodology and raw data used in describing the existing 
environment and undertaking the impact assessment. It is important that the 
methodology is documented so the Competent Authority and relevant stakeholder 
can clearly understand how each assessment was undertaken. It is imperative 
that the data underlying our experts’ conclusions is also provided to ensure that 
the conclusions made are comprehensible, interrogable and comparable to other 
evidence on the same topics. 


• Receiving Environment - An accurate description of the existing baseline 
environment is necessary to predict the likely significant impacts of a proposed 
development. To describe the existing environment, desktop reviews of existing 
data sources will be undertaken for each specialist area. This literature review will 
rely on published reference reports and datasets to ensure the objectivity of the 
assessment. Desktop studies as required will be supplemented by specialised field 
walkovers or studies in order to confirm the accuracy of the desktop study or to 
gather more baseline environmental information for incorporation into the EIAR 
document. The sensitivity of the environment to the operational discharges will also 
be described in this section. 


• Description of Likely Significant Effects – This section will predict how the 
receiving environment will interact with the operational discharges. The full extent 
of the proposed operational activities potential effects before the consideration of 
any mitigation measures will be detailed in this section. In this section, potential 
impacts arising from the operational discharges will be assessed and detailed.  An 
evaluation of the significance of the impacts will also be undertaken. This section 
will also address interactions and cumulative impacts with other environmental 
topics. 


• Mitigation Measures – This section will provide the recommendations for 
mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate any significant negative impacts 
identified.  


• Residual Impacts -  This final section of each Chapter will identify the likely 
impact that will occur after the proposed mitigation measures have been put in 
place. These impacts will be described in detail, and an assessment of their 
significance undertaken as required.  


 Methodology 


The EIAR will be prepared in accordance with Waste Water Discharge Regulations 2007-
2020 and with due regard to the following EIAR guidance and indeed any other guidance 
available at the time of preparing the EIAR: 


• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (2022) ‘Guidelines on the Information to 
be contained in Environmental Impact Assessment Reports – May 2022. 
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• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (2015) ‘Advice Notes for Preparing 
Environmental Impact Statements Draft’.  


• Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government (DoHPLG) (2018) 
‘Guidelines for Planning Authorities and An Bord Pleanála on carrying out 
Environmental Impact Assessment’ . 


• European Commission (2020) ‘Environmental Assessments of Plans, Programmes 
and Project – Rulings of the court of Justice of the European union’.  


• European Commission (2017)‘Environmental Impact Assessment of Projects – 
Guidance on the preparation of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report’  


The EIAR will be prepared in line with Annex IV of the EIA Directive which clearly identifies 
the information that must be provided for in any EIAR. 


Discipline specific best practice guidance will be consulted by each specialist for each 
environmental topic (e.g., Population & Human Health, Water, Biodiversity and Material 
Assets) during the preparation of the EIAR. The receiving environment, surveys/site 
walkovers, methodology, potential impacts, and mitigation measures will be incorporated 
and included within each disciplines chapter within the EIAR. The outline methodology for 
each discipline is outlined below and will be included in detail within the EIAR.  


The scope and level of detail to be contained within each specialist chapter will be finalised 
after completion of this scoping process by qualified environmental specialists in each 
environmental field. This will ensure that all studies and assessments of impacts are 
scientifically robust in terms of design, execution, and analysis which will guarantee that 
all data obtained, and assessments preformed are of a sound basis and authoritative in 
nature. 


 Proposed Approach to Detailed Assessments  


7.3.1. Water  


This chapter will describe the likely significant effects associated with the operational 
discharges on the Blackwater River (Munster). An overarching component of this chapter 
will be assessing the impact of the operational discharges against the pertinent objectives 
of relevant Directives and Regulations, including but not limited to the Water Framework 
Directive [2000/60/EC], Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive [91/271/EEC], Habitats 
Directive [92/43/EC], Birds Directive [79/409/EEC] and European Union Environmental 
Objectives (Surface Waters) (Amendment) Regulations 2019 [S.I No. 77/2019].  


7.3.2. Biodiversity  


This chapter will describe the likely significant direct and indirect effects, including positive 
effects, of the operational discharges on biodiversity, including flora (plants), fauna 
(animals), and habitats in the aquatic receiving  environment. It will provide a detailed 
Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA) which will be carried out in accordance with CIEEM 
guidelines.  


Separate to this chapter, an Appropriate Assessment (AA) Screening Report and Natura 
Impact Statement (NIS) will be prepared, as standalone documents.  
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7.3.3. Population and Human Health 


This chapter will describe the likely significant effects of the operational discharges on 
population and human health (i.e., socio-economic, and public health aspects 
respectively). The assessment of population and human health will require a 
comprehensive understanding of the baseline environment and local community which will 
be obtained via desktop studies, and discussions with local stakeholders. 


In terms of the population assessment, this assessment will identify and assesses the 
likely significant effects on the local community and users of the receiving waters, along 
with the likely economic significant effects of the operational discharges at the local and 
regional level.  


The assessment on human health will draw on the findings of other sections of the EIAR 
as necessary to ensure that the likely significant effects that have the potential for 
significant effects on human health are considered herein. In this case the key focus will 
be the environmentally related health issues relating to the operational discharges in 
relation the surrounding population and users of the receiving waters. 


7.3.4. Material Assets  


The methodology used to prepare this section of the EIAR will be in accordance with  the  
EPA  “Guidelines on  the  Information to  be  contained in  Environmental Impact 
Assessment Reports (EIAR)” (2022), and “Advice Notes for Preparing Environmental 
Impact Statements” (Draft September 2015). The likely significant effect of the 
operational discharges on the main enterprises of the area will be considered, including 
fishing activities, within surrounding waters.  


8. SCOPING REQUEST 


In accordance with Regulation 17(D)(4), Irish Water would appreciate a scoping response 
not later than 4 weeks after the expiry of the notice period referred to in paragraph (2)(a) 
of the Regulations. 





		EIA  Request Mallow 

		Mallow EIAR Scoping Report - 29082022  Final

		MALLOW WASTE WATER DISCHARGE LICENCE REVIEW – D0052-01

		1. INTRODUCTION

		1.1. Background Information

		1.1.1. Mallow Sewerage Scheme Upgrade Project



		1.2. Planning Permission

		1.3. Construction Programme

		1.4. Mallow WWDL D0052-01

		1.4.1. Need for D0052-01 WWDA Review





		2. LEGISLATION

		3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT – SUBJECT MATTER OF EIAR

		3.1. Mallow Agglomeration Operational Discharges



		4. CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES

		5. RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT

		6. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

		6.1. General

		6.2. EIA Screening Process

		6.3. EIA Scoping Process



		7.   EIAR STRUCTURE & METHODOLOGY

		7.1. Structure of EIAR

		7.2. Methodology

		7.3. Proposed Approach to Detailed Assessments

		7.3.1. Water

		7.3.2. Biodiversity

		7.3.3. Population and Human Health

		7.3.4. Material Assets





		8. SCOPING REQUEST






RE: Scoping Consultation under Regulation 17D of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 to 2020 (WWD Regulations)

		From

		Alan Costello

		To

		EIAPlanning

		Cc

		Cork County Council (Environment Section)

		Recipients

		eiaplanning@epa.ie; environ@corkcoco.ie



Dear Sir/Madam,





 





I refer to the above EIAR Scoping Consultation request for comment.





 





Cork County Council has the following comments:





 





*	The proposed operational discharges will discharge in the BLACKWATER (MUNSTER)_130 and BLACKWATER (MUNSTER)_140, both of which have a WFD 2013-2018 designation of “GOOD” status. The River Blackwater (Munster) is a designated Freshwater Pearl Mussel (Margaritifera Margaritifera) catchment under the First Schedule of the European Communities Environmental Objectives (Fresh Water Pearl Mussel) Regulations (S.I. No. 296 of 2009) and is also a Special Area of Conservation designated for the protection of a range of freshwater species and habitats. The EPA as competent authority to confirm through the EIA and AA processes that licence emission limit values are established at limits which can ensure that Ecological Quality Objectives as set out in the fourth schedule of the FWPM Regulations can be maintained, and that the Conservation Objectives for all qualifying interests of the Special Area of Conservation are also met.





 





*	EPA to review EIAR scoping conclusion that there is no potential in relation to Air Quality, particularly odour, and verify rational used was appropriate. 





 





 





Yours sincerely,





 





Alan Costello





 





 





 





Ailín Mac Coistealbh | Eolaí Feidhmiúcháin Sinsearach | Comhshaol, Athrú Aeráide agus Seirbhísí Éigeandála





 





Comhairle Contae Chorcaí | An Chora Liath, Inis Cara  | Contae Chorcaí | P31TH92 | Éire





T +353-(0)21 – 453 2794  |  M +353-(0)85 – 872 0894





alan.costello@corkcoco.ie  |  www.corkcoco.ie





Tairseach na gcustaiméirí: www.yourcouncil.ie





 





 





Alan Costello | Senior Executive Scientist | Environment, Climate Change and Emergency Services





 





Cork County Council | Curraleigh, Inishcarra | County Cork | P31TH92 | Ireland





T +353-(0)21 – 453 2794  |  M +353-(0)85 – 872 0894





alan.costello@corkcoco.ie |  www.corkcoco.ie   





Customer Portal: www.yourcouncil.ie





 











Smaoinigh ar an timpeallacht sula ndéanann tú an ríomhphost seo a phriontáil.  Please consider the Environment before printing this mail. 





 





 





 





 





From: EIAPlanning <eiaplanning@epa.ie> 
Sent: Wednesday 31 August 2022 16:52
To: Department of Agriculture Food and the Marine <environmentalco-ordination@agriculture.gov.ie>; Inland Fisheries Ireland <environlicensing@fisheriesireland.ie>; An Taisce <planning@antaisce.org>; PlanningInfo <PlanningInfo@CorkCoCo.ie>; Environ <Environ@CorkCoCo.ie>; Health Service Executive <environmental.health@hse.ie>; Health & Safety Authority <chemicals@hsa.ie>; Failte Ireland <planning.applications@failteireland.ie>; Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage (Dev. Applications Unit, National Parks and Wildlife) <fem.dau@ahg.gov.ie>; An Bord Pleanala <bord@pleanala.ie>
Subject: Scoping Consultation under Regulation 17D of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 to 2020 (WWD Regulations)





 






CAUTION FROM CORK COUNTY COUNCIL IT SECURITY: This email originated from outside of the organisation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.





Dear Sir/Madam,





The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) gives notice of having received a request from Irish Water for a written opinion on the information to be contained in an Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR).





 





I refer to the attached scoping request including Regulation 17D(2)(b) information, which was received by the EPA on 30th August 2022 in respect of the following:





 





Name and address, and telephone number and email address if any, of the water services authority: 





Irish Water





Colvill House, 24 – 26 Talbot Street, Dublin 1





01 8925000





WasteWaterLicensingSouthern@water.ie





The location, townland or postal address of the land or structure to which the request relates: 





Mallow Wastewater Treatment Plant (WwTP) and agglomeration, Mallow, Co. Cork





Waste Water Discharge Licence Register Number





Reg. No. D0052-01 Mallow





 





You are being consulted under Regulation 17D of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 to 2020. 





 





A submission in relation to the information to be contained in the EIAR may be made to the EPA within 4 weeks beginning on the date of this notice.





 





For all further queries and correspondence relating to planning and EIA matters, please contact eiaplanning@epa.ie





 





Yours faithfully,





Environmental Licensing Programme





 





Environmental Licencing Programme





Office of Environmental Sustainability





An Clár um Cheadúnú Comhshaoil 





Oifig um Inbhuanaitheacht Chomhshaoil





 





 





From: Sheelagh Flanagan <sheelaghflanagan@water.ie> 
Sent: Tuesday 30 August 2022 10:44
To: EIAPlanning <eiaplanning@epa.ie>
Cc: Licensing Staff <licensing@epa.ie>
Subject: WWDA - EIAR scoping request 





 





Good Morning 





 





In accordance with Regulation 17C of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations 2007 to 2020, Please find attached request for the Agency to provide its’ opinion in writing on the scope and level of detail of the information required to be included in the EIAR for  Mallow Agglomeration. 





 





 





Kind Regards 





 





Sheelagh Flanagan 
WWDA Management Specialist





 






www.water.ie





 





 








The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, commercially sensitive and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited and may be unlawful. Irish Water accepts no liability for actions or effects based on the prohibited usage of this information. Irish Water is neither liable for the proper and complete transmission of the information contained in this communication nor for any delay in its receipt. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer. E-Mail may be susceptible to data corruption, interception and unauthorised amendment. Irish Water accepts no responsibility for changes to or interception of this e-mail after it was sent or for any damage to the recipients systems or data caused by this message or its attachments. Please also note that messages to or from Irish Water may be monitored to ensure compliance with Irish Water's policies and standards and to protect our business. Irish Water, a designated activity company limited by shares, is a subsidiary of Ervia, established pursuant to the Water Services Act 2013, having its principal place of business at Colvill House, 24-26 Talbot Street, Dublin 1. 

Thank you for your attention. 


Tá an fhaisnéis á seachadadh dírithe ar an duine nó ar an eintiteas chuig a bhfuil sí seolta amháin agus féadfar ábhar faoi rún, faoi phribhléid nó ábhar atá íogair ó thaobh tráchtála de a bheith mar chuid de. Tá aon athsheachadadh nó scaipeadh den fhaisnéis, aon athbhreithniú ar nó aon úsáid eile a bhaint as, nó aon ghníomh a dhéantar ag brath ar an bhfaisnéis seo ag daoine nó ag eintitis nach dóibh siúd an fhaisnéis seo, toirimiscthe agus féadfar é a bheith neamhdhleathach. Níl Uisce Éireann faoi dhliteanas maidir le seachadadh iomlán agus ceart na faisnéise sa chumarsáid seo nó maidir le haon mhoill a bhaineann léi. Ní ghlacann Uisce Éireann le haon dliteanas faoi ghnímh nó faoi iarmhairtí bunaithe ar úsáid thoirmiscthe na faisnéise seo. Níl Uisce Éireann faoi dhliteanas maidir le seachadadh ceart agus iomlán na faisnéise sa chumarsáid seo nó maidir le haon mhoill a bhaineann léi. Má fuair tú an teachtaireacht seo in earráid, más é do thoil é, déan teagmháil leis an seoltóir agus scrios an t-ábhar ó gach aon ríomhaire. Féadfar ríomhphost a bheith soghabhálach i leith truaillithe, idircheaptha agus i leith leasaithe neamhúdaraithe. Ní ghlacann Uisce Éireann le haon fhreagracht as athruithe nó as idircheapadh a rinneadh ar an ríomhphost seo i ndiaidh é a sheoladh nó as aon dochar do chórais na bhfaighteoirí déanta ag an teachtaireacht seo nó ag a ceangaltáin. Más é do thoil é, tabhair faoi deara chomh maith go bhféadfar monatóireacht a dhéanamh ar theachtaireachtaí chuig nó ó Uisce Éireann chun comhlíonadh le polasaithe agus le caighdeáin Uisce Éireann a chinntiú agus chun ár ngnó a chosaint. Fochuideachta gníomhaíochta de chuid Ervia is ea Uisce Éireann atá faoi theorainn scaireanna, de bhun fhorálacha an tAcht um Sheirbhísí Uisce 2013, a bhfuil a bpríomh ionad gnó ag 24-26 Teach Colvill, Sráid na Talbóide, BÁC 1. 


Go raibh maith agat as d’aird a thabhairt. 





www.corkcoco.ie 





						


	 	 	 


	 	 


Smaoinigh ar an timpeallacht sula ndéanann tú an ríomhphost seo a phriontáil.
Please consider the Environment before printing this mail.





Tá an t-eolas sa ríomhphost seo (agus in aon chomhad a ghabhann leis) rúnda agus ceaptha i gcomhair úsáide don seolaí amháin. Mura seolaí tú, níl tú údaraithe an ríomhphost nó aon cheangaltán a léamh, a chóipeáil nó a úsáid. Má bhfuair tú an ríomhphost seo trí bhotún, ar mhiste leat é sin a chur in iúl don seoltóir trí r-phost ar ais agus ansin é a scriosadh.





This e-mail and any attachment contains information which is private and confidential and is intended for the addressee only. If you are not an addressee, you are not authorised to read, copy or use the e-mail or any attachment. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return e-mail and then destroy it.
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https://www.epa.ie/publications/licensing--permitting/industrial/ied/licence-documentation-guidance--accessing-attachments-embedded-in-pdfs.php


above;
(iii)              address the requirements of Regulation 17A of the WWD Regulations;
(iv)              address compliance with the requirements of the Urban Waste Water Treatment

Directive and Water Framework Directive including the programme of measures;
(v)                include an assessment of all discharges from the wastewater works (primary,

storm water overflow and emergency overflows) including a cumulative
assessment that demonstrates that the project aims to achieve the Water
Framework Directive environmental objectives for the receiving waters including
objectives and standards for associated protected areas;

(vi)              address monitoring of waste water discharges and the receiving water;
(vii)            have regard to the EPA’s Guidelines on the information to be contained in

Environmental Impact Assessment Reports, which are available at the following
link: https://www.epa.ie/publications/monitoring--
assessment/assessment/guidelines-on-the-information-to-be-contained-in-
environmental-impact-assessment-reports-eiar.php.

(viii)          have regard to the relevant topics contained in the EPA’s Advice Notes on Current
Practice (in the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements) September 2003;

(ix)              satisfy the requirements of the EIA Directive.
 
If you require any further information in relation to this matter, please contact the
undersigned.
For all further queries and correspondence relating to planning and EIA matters, please
contact eiaplanning@epa.ie
 
Yours faithfully,
Environmental Licensing Programme
 
Environmental Licencing Programme
Office of Environmental Sustainability
An Clár um Cheadúnú Comhshaoil
Oifig um Inbhuanaitheacht Chomhshaoil

053-916 0600 (Switch)
eiaplanning@epa.ie
www.epa.ie

 
 

From: Sheelagh Flanagan <sheelaghflanagan@water.ie> 
Sent: Tuesday 30 August 2022 10:44
To: EIAPlanning <eiaplanning@epa.ie>
Cc: Licensing Staff <licensing@epa.ie>
Subject: WWDA - EIAR scoping request
 
Good Morning
 
In accordance with Regulation 17C of the European Union (Waste Water Discharge) Regulations
2007 to 2020, Please find attached request for the Agency to provide its’ opinion in writing on
the scope and level of detail of the information required to be included in the EIAR for  Mallow

https://www.epa.ie/publications/monitoring--assessment/assessment/guidelines-on-the-information-to-be-contained-in-environmental-impact-assessment-reports-eiar.php
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mailto:eiaplanning@epa.ie
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.epa.ie%2F&data=04%7C01%7C%7Cb65f88f5c9dd468143a908d951b517a1%7C03f164957710409d90cb9b3f403feeea%7C0%7C0%7C637630660491698129%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=OW9q1y1Zvht1RTzT9GmVZPE5WoX%2BBg25dEpU50lbW98%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.youtube.com/user/epaireland&data=04|01||b65f88f5c9dd468143a908d951b517a1|03f164957710409d90cb9b3f403feeea|0|0|637630660491708125|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|1000&sdata=lazxPsq13HdTAjxTHo9iV/Q9o7S7hQFTkBOCJ7/k2ck%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.instagram.com/epaireland/&data=04|01||b65f88f5c9dd468143a908d951b517a1|03f164957710409d90cb9b3f403feeea|0|0|637630660491718118|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|1000&sdata=tDEyyTDEu3FH/FZ7JDDGFzeA/9SSACtoK%2BuYA7Amzwc%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://twitter.com/EPAIreland&data=04|01||b65f88f5c9dd468143a908d951b517a1|03f164957710409d90cb9b3f403feeea|0|0|637630660491718118|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|1000&sdata=WjgDa3IobAxP%2BvEg9T8F4EVrZzoBe80K1yMAkuh2jr4%3D&reserved=0
https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.linkedin.com/company/environmental-protection-agency-ireland&data=04|01||b65f88f5c9dd468143a908d951b517a1|03f164957710409d90cb9b3f403feeea|0|0|637630660491728115|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|1000&sdata=0sOvT%2BUapT0tTg%2BePh%2BA5wTZwNXcUWxWMpF/2iVkCQw%3D&reserved=0


Agglomeration.
 
 
Kind Regards
 
Sheelagh Flanagan 
WWDA Management Specialist
 

www.water.ie
 
 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain confidential, commercially sensitive and/or privileged material. Any review,
retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this
information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited and may be
unlawful. Irish Water accepts no liability for actions or effects based on the prohibited usage of
this information. Irish Water is neither liable for the proper and complete transmission of the
information contained in this communication nor for any delay in its receipt. If you received this
in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer. E-Mail may be
susceptible to data corruption, interception and unauthorised amendment. Irish Water accepts
no responsibility for changes to or interception of this e-mail after it was sent or for any damage
to the recipients systems or data caused by this message or its attachments. Please also note
that messages to or from Irish Water may be monitored to ensure compliance with Irish Water's
policies and standards and to protect our business. Irish Water, a designated activity company
limited by shares, is a subsidiary of Ervia, established pursuant to the Water Services Act 2013,
having its principal place of business at Colvill House, 24-26 Talbot Street, Dublin 1. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Tá an fhaisnéis á seachadadh dírithe ar an duine nó ar an eintiteas chuig a bhfuil sí seolta amháin
agus féadfar ábhar faoi rún, faoi phribhléid nó ábhar atá íogair ó thaobh tráchtála de a bheith
mar chuid de. Tá aon athsheachadadh nó scaipeadh den fhaisnéis, aon athbhreithniú ar nó aon
úsáid eile a bhaint as, nó aon ghníomh a dhéantar ag brath ar an bhfaisnéis seo ag daoine nó ag
eintitis nach dóibh siúd an fhaisnéis seo, toirimiscthe agus féadfar é a bheith neamhdhleathach.
Níl Uisce Éireann faoi dhliteanas maidir le seachadadh iomlán agus ceart na faisnéise sa
chumarsáid seo nó maidir le haon mhoill a bhaineann léi. Ní ghlacann Uisce Éireann le haon
dliteanas faoi ghnímh nó faoi iarmhairtí bunaithe ar úsáid thoirmiscthe na faisnéise seo. Níl Uisce
Éireann faoi dhliteanas maidir le seachadadh ceart agus iomlán na faisnéise sa chumarsáid seo
nó maidir le haon mhoill a bhaineann léi. Má fuair tú an teachtaireacht seo in earráid, más é do
thoil é, déan teagmháil leis an seoltóir agus scrios an t-ábhar ó gach aon ríomhaire. Féadfar
ríomhphost a bheith soghabhálach i leith truaillithe, idircheaptha agus i leith leasaithe
neamhúdaraithe. Ní ghlacann Uisce Éireann le haon fhreagracht as athruithe nó as idircheapadh
a rinneadh ar an ríomhphost seo i ndiaidh é a sheoladh nó as aon dochar do chórais na
bhfaighteoirí déanta ag an teachtaireacht seo nó ag a ceangaltáin. Más é do thoil é, tabhair faoi

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.water.ie%2F&data=05%7C01%7C%7C8d1bd78452bb4ce066b008da8a6c3b3f%7C03f164957710409d90cb9b3f403feeea%7C0%7C0%7C637974495343757382%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2F6qlbDLmqU2xRE3SNFTnh1SBSMaBLflXmrPDm8tUTBM%3D&reserved=0


deara chomh maith go bhféadfar monatóireacht a dhéanamh ar theachtaireachtaí chuig nó ó
Uisce Éireann chun comhlíonadh le polasaithe agus le caighdeáin Uisce Éireann a chinntiú agus
chun ár ngnó a chosaint. Fochuideachta gníomhaíochta de chuid Ervia is ea Uisce Éireann atá faoi
theorainn scaireanna, de bhun fhorálacha an tAcht um Sheirbhísí Uisce 2013, a bhfuil a bpríomh
ionad gnó ag 24-26 Teach Colvill, Sráid na Talbóide, BÁC 1. 

Go raibh maith agat as d’aird a thabhairt.


